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Class Officers, Others Will Convey
Student Feeling to Administration
As one more step toward the practise of democracy on
campus. President Bawden announces the orKanization of a
I Student Advisory Council made up of Junior College student
leaders who will provide the administration with suggestions
for improvement.
,
j

Pacific Graduates
Seventy-Eight
Collections Still Continue Through Campus
Navy Announces
Representatives In All Living Groups
On June 6
Acceptance Of

Some Students Donate Much
In W. S. S. F. Assembly Drive

We Shall Serve Friends All Over The World ....

Expressing this sentiment in words, money, and spirit,
students from both colleges last week participated whole
heartedly in the World Student Service Fund drive.
Many students were scared away in the beginning by the

1

Speaker, Program
Not Decided

C.O.P. Facilities

— ^ Thet council will be made up of
' the president, vice-president and
secretary-treasurer of the PSA. the
presidents and vice-presidents of
the freshmen and sophomore class,
and four more students appointed
by the class officers. Each vicepresident will name a woman stu
dent and each president a man.

One Hundred Sixty
membership win be published
Seventy-eight students will grad
in each year's catalogue.
uate from Pacific on June 6 at 6
/ear they would have to donate*
Men To Start
STUDENTS WANTED
p. m. in Baxter Stadium.
ooney; hut an explanation of the
President Bawden points out that,
The guest speaker and program
^al worth of the job being done
Beginning on or about July 1.
has not yet been decided. The grad College of Pacific will begin opera since the college Is set up to meet
•esulted in the largest contribution
uates will wear the traditional cap tion under the new Navy college the needs of students, It seems quite
,ver taken in an assembly. This
logical that some method be set
and gown. They are as follows:
^as especially noteworthy since the
training program, according to word
up to make direct contact with stuBaldwin,
Karl
Allan;
Barkle,
I
ittendance was at an all-time low.
received by President Tully C.
Richard; Barton, Marie Louise; Knoles from Rear Admiral L. E. dents In such a way that opportuCHINESE, AUSTRIAN'S
Beardsley, Barbara; Bowe. Tom; Denfield, assistant chief of the Bu nity be afforded to discover whether
jerry Winters emceed the ThursAre you a future Harry James? Boyer, Alice M.; Broder, Vera:
or not students feel it is meeting
reau of Navy Personnel at Wash
jay assembly, which presented a Well, you don't have to be able to
their needs.
Bryan, Jerry; Camicta, Johnnie; ington. D. C.
jroup of benefactor students. Daisy play a trumpet quite so sweet or Clayton, Norman Dale; Clifford.
Assumedly instructors provide fre
poy summarized the work being hot, but if you have any talent at Dorrls I.; Conaway, Robert Earl; CONTRACT ON WAY
quent opportunities for students to
In
the
near
future
the
Bureau
lone in China through the WSSP; all—Uncle Sam needs you!
Cox, Beverly Hope; Crow, Betty
express themselves as to what is
n appreciation of that work and a
He also needs a French horn Lou; Dashiell, Jane R.: Doane, Vir wUl discuss complete details of the going on, but this is not always
local
plan,
and
when
all
arrangeslea for its continuance, Raymond player and a first class oboist.
ginia Lee; Dobrovolny, Herbert ments"are'complete a contract will the case. Also, many students seek
Pong dramatically sang two num
In case you are wondering. Dean John; Dodge, Phyllis; Dohrmann, be negotiated.
out the administration to give their
Corson received a letter from the Barbara.
bers.
The College must have available opinions. However, these are likely
This was followed by Paxil Dick- band leader of the 184th Infantry
Earley, David; Easby, Jacqueline; by July 1 facilities for feeding and to be disgruntled students, and the
stein's story of how he came to at Fort Ord. It seems that, like
Ellerson, Patricia; Ferguson, Bar- housing a first unit of 159 appren- , administration wants a means o
this campus through the help of most army bands, they have some bra; Pergusson, Marlon; Flor, Cath
tlce seamen. Instruction and med- direct contact with representative
the WSSP. The audience was cap vacancies which can not be filled erine; Ford, George Lawrence;
leal care must also be provided by students,
tivated by his lovely European man easily at the present. So they are Gardner, Beverly; Gordon, Jane;
the college. One hundred twenty- FOR IMPROVEMENTS
ner, his Viennese accent, and above asking for any musicians who are Gray, Roth Harriet; Grieser, Mil-!
six men will be classified in a basic ' Accordingly, a group of represenall, his sincerity. His way of say going to be inducted shortly to ap ton John; Gwynn, Mary Elizabeth;
curriculum group; 33 will be pre- tatlve students will serve, flrst of
ing thank you for all of this was ply for the positions.
all, to convey suggestions for the
Graham, Robert; Hamaker, Phyllis; medical students.
by playing some inimitable Strauss
Although they cannot enlist men Hansen, Doris E.; Hanson, Wil
Improvement of the junior college.
waltzes which were greeted with directly, they do have a method liam; Harter, Eugene C.; Harring- IN RORM ARCHANIA
Secondly, they will act as a sound
The communication stated that
appreciative applause.
which is roughly equivalent. All | ton, Ellen Jayne; Heller, Ruth Bev
ing board for the administration,
that is necessary is that they have erly; Hickman, Betty Ann; Huff, the use by the Navy of Pacific's which will have the opportunty to
WORK DESCRIPTION
facilities
has
been
approved
by
the
The assembly closed with a five- •the musician's full name, address, Donald Alfred; Huffman, Barbara;
Joint committee (War Department. discuss new plans with them.
minute description of exactly how date of induction, and the location Herron, Kendall Claire; Hill, Robert Navy Department, War Manpower
This year's Council Includes the
the WSSP works, what actually has of the reception center to which Edmond; Holden, Fred.
following
members: Tom Bowe.
Commission). According to the re
happened to money that has already men from his selective service
Jensen, Helen; Johnson, William; port of the director of training of president of the PSA; Leslie Knoles,
been donated. It was stressed that board arp normally sent. It is nec Judge. Jacquelyn; Kegler, Joseph the Twelfth Naval District, 108 vice-president; Gene Harter, secre
this organization was instrumental essary that they have this informa William; Kingery, Carl; Knoles. men of the first unit sent here tary-treasurer ; Robert Tumelty,
in bringing over 400 students like tion at least a week before induc Leslie Lois; Lewis, Howard C.; Llnd, will be housed in Men's Hall and freshman president, and his ap
William Ellis; Lundblad, John; Mc- 51 In Alpha Kappa Phi Fraternity. pointee, Robert Hlggs: the newly
Paul Dickstein to this country, that tion.
So come on, all future army men Cloud, Janice; McKaig, Florence:
it is constantly in contact with boys
General instructions of the Navy elected sophomore president, and
in "universities in captivity," sup and musicians—send your applica Moeller, George; Onyett, Jack; Or- training program indicate that the John Miller, appointee of the retir
plying them with books, pencils, and tions in now. You don't even have vis, Betty; Phelp, Allan Bailey; curriculum will be prescribed by ing president, Frank Pierson: Permost important, the knowledge that to bring your own equipment. But Reeve. Charles R.; Rideout, James; the training division to produce of sis Johnson, sophomore vice-presi
ftivinius, Evanda.
there are people who know a.nd care. even that is permissible.
ficer material from the various dent, and her appointee, Janet Har
These things were described by
Satthoff, Velva; Saecker, Alice branches of naval service. The per; Lorraine Thyret, freshman vicePearl Steiner.
E.; Sandrock,
H.; Schmidt,
a.;
oaiiuiutiv., Claire
vmuc ii.,
—• course of study will vary In length, president, and her appointee, WinThe appeal netted over $100 in
Dorothy; Sherman, Blllie A.; Sibole, depending on the training require- ann Thompson.
PSA officers included in the
D-'—*' Stimmann, ments.
assembly and the campaign has not
Ardys;
Stefan, Robert;
• J
There will be three 16Council will represent the point of
yet drawn to a close. In each liv
Margaret; Swanson, Bessie Ruth; week terms In the calendar year.
view of students who have come
ing group on campus there is a
Thompson. Boyd: Utz, Hazel Joan;
through the junior college and so
Vance, Duane; Walllne, Harold;
collection representative. The col
waiter. STh wT^'mSS STANFORD DEBATE are qualified to advise on its prog
lection will continue for the rest of
ress.
the week. Some students are sav
West, Weldon W.
TEAM HERE
Teachers for Summer Session this
ing money they would otherwise
FOR ASSEMBLY
,
.
^
spend on candy, shows, and enter year have now definitely been es
tablished
and
released
through
the
Next
Thursday
morning
during
TlirpinS,
(T<irrig<lH
tainment during Lent for this cause.
Registrar's Office
office of Dr. Marc J. Jantzen, dean
assembly. Pacific forensic students Work For OPA
Sends 2600
of the Summer Session.
will meet a traditional debate rival.
Professor Harold L. Turpin has
This term's faculty will include College Transcripts
few Type Debate
Stanford University, on the topic.
been named chairman of the Con
two visiting school administrators,
"Resolved;
That
the
United
Nations
eld Monday
Since the Selective Service law
sumers' Interest Commitee of the
Something a little different in the Mr. Thomas W. Chapman and Mr. was enacted, 2600 transcripts of rec Should Form a Permanent Federal
county and city Civilian Defense
Harold
E.
Chastain.
Mr.
Chapman
Union."
ty of debate will be held here on
ord have been sent out by the Col
Councils.
earned
his
A.
B.
degree
at
the
Uni
Representing
Pacific
are
Pearl
onday night, when two of Pa. . . lege registrar's office upon request
Serving with him is Mrs. Maxine
Steiner
and
Dick
Pedersen.
who
will
students meet members of versity of Illinois, is a
of the students.
Garrigan by virtue of her appoint
the
University
of
Chicago,
attended
have
to
do
some
fast
thinking
and
University of Washington's
The majority of former students
ment as Community Service repre
bmen's Discussion Group. This Stanford University, the College of who asked for transcripts are in of talking; it is rumored that the sentative of the City Price and Ra
the
Pacific,
was
city
superintendent
Stanford
team
Is
very
good.
Thts
is
w type of debate is called a
ficer training. La Vern Schoen and an annual event for both schools, tioning Board.
iblem-solving debate. In which of Las Vegas (Nevada) schools, Margery Meha. who work In the
The function of the committee is
and It promises to be Interesting,
e speaker presents the problem, deputy state superintendent of registrar's office, have done most of
as the question is pertinent to cur to be a two-way channel of infor
o more speakers present possible schools, Nevada, and assistant su- the work In connection with send
mation between the OPA and the
rent affairs.
utions, and a fourth speaker
ntendent of schools In Lodi ing out these records.
Even now heads of the leading community. An official clearing
an evaluation of the whole i
^ ^ chapman ^ ^
Every student in college has a nations of the world. Including our house, it will work with publicity
transcript record In the files which own. are discussing Just such a pos- agencies and maintain group-neigh
cussion.
' classes pertaining to school curric- tells of their grades, conduct and
sibUity as the question presents
borhood meetings so that the ob
activities. Within the last few
pw Rp«prve
mum.
jectives of the price and rationing
ill college men. present students | Mr. Chastain will teach courses months, as many women as men
programs may be better under
graduates, not ready In a reserve in connection with psychology and have sent for them because of the More Men Go
stood
WAVES. WAACS and WAAMS.
'gram are eligible for a newly- , Question this summer. He is the
Into Army
Jaysee men who were drafted last
ated classification.
district superintendent and dean
Wednesday left for Monterey. They
Going,
going,
and
still
going!
V test will be given next Friday ^ ^ plarer Junior college at Au- LATE PAPER
Yes, many young men have left Pa are: Loren Hellwig, Jack Jividen.
determine eligibility, but appliNotice: In the future the cific to
join up with the armed Bob Tumelty, BUI Gary, Fred Schubu
its should sign in Dean Corson's
^n
wh0 are here
Weekly will be available after forees hut manv more are contin- 1 ler, ClaP Wilbur. -Saul Rosenberg
ice before that deadline. The
-• ,
_uing to leave
Jack MoUnl and Bob Watson
nt program will be known as I at College now and will teach in 9:30 on Friday mornings.
(Continued on Page 5)
12 (Navy) and A-12 (Army).

Draftees
Army Needs
Musicians

Summer Session
Professors
Chosen

Page 2
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Officers' M e s s
By PVT. JACK TOOMAY

Andre Maurois Pleads for
Recognition New France

TUESDAY NIGHT (MARCH 16)
I MONDAY NIGHT (MARCH 22)
IT WAS HARD to realize at first.
WE CAME down off the hills in
We remembered the send-off for ! buses along with the draft-bait into
hours. There were so many pretty old Monterey and at the last
girls and so much laughing and glimpse the sea was absolutely blue
By PROF. IRVING GOLEMAN
crying that we remembered the and the cliffs across the bay look
With a passionate plea for the recognition of a New
ed
whiter
because
of
it.
It
was
still
send-off and the other was hard
France—"the
advanced sentry of Civilization"—arising from
early although we'd been up for
to realize. And still is.
the
fire
and
ashes
of the battlefields of North Africa, Andre
hours.
And
we
were
glad
to
get
Dean Corson's raised fist and
half-smiling, half-defiant face and away. But there were two bad Maurois concluded the fourth and last of this year's Pacific
his: "Okay, boys, go get 'em!" was things: We were only going to Fres lecture series last Thursday night.
Lecturer, novelist, critic, and out-*
the last thing we saw of Pacific. no and we had been separated from
s
t
a
nding biographer, M a u r o i s
And, remarkably, nobody felt corny some of the others.
When we came down the hill, we smoothly and eloquently presented
or embarrassed. Later on, because
we were young, we laughed a little i came down without Roberts, Ratto, his almost too lively subject—"The
about the whole thing. But we were Ferer, Jjams, Windmiller, Wilson, Past, Present, and Future of French
thinking and it was warm think- 1 Stephens, Marks, Mackey, Corren, North Africa"—to an interested au
ing. We ate lunch in San Jose— Woodall, Ghiorzo, Smith, Relfe, Orr, dience, which contained, as usual,
turkey and all on a meatless Tues Bush, Spanos, Sharpe, Costanza, too few undergraduate students.
day—and a girl at the counter Campondonico, Morris, Holden, Or- HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY
By ELINOR SIZELOVE
Emphasizing again and again the
nellas, and Collier.
Some of these (It's So easy to note and hope of reconciliation, the Monday—Bookshelf
3:45
forget
who) shipped to Camp Lee, eminent speaker discussed the his Monday—Experimental Theatre 5:15
New WEEKLY columnist Jack
tory
and
geography
of
French
Al
But;
Toomay is no stranger to news- Virginia, this very morning.
Tuesday—Prevues
-3:45
writing or to Pacificites. A stu- when you are leaving, it is very im- geria, Tunis, and Morocco; explain Tuesday—Musicale
—.—.4:30
dent here for three and a half, portant to you that you are leaving j ed the importance of these areas as Tuesday—Children's Hour
5:15
years, Big Toom won his block let- and not important about the others., the actual long-hoped-for "second Tuesday—Radio Stage
-9:30
ters in basketball and swimming. j Except maybe Goldman and Ferer, j front"; and attempted to make clear Wednesday—College Views and
He sports-edited this paper for a Stephens and Walker, and Whitman and understandable especially those
News
3:45
year and last semester achieved his! and Ornellas. Probably it was hard confused and confusing events of Wednesday—Probe the Profs ....3:45
the
past
four
months
since
the
r
ambition—editor-in-chief.
, t° them; but they didn't show it.
RADIO BOOMS!
Sentamentalists will remember Nevertheless it is fine to be tough landing of the Allied forces.
Just look at the schedule of pro
It was clear to his listeners that
his big six.-foot-six-inch
frame and rather friendless in a thing like
grams! Eight shows a week now
Andre Maurois' explanations were
slightly stooped as he departed j the Army,
and more coming up in the future.
chiefly "official" and that the "of- j
with fifty-seven other Enlisted j
Our congratulations to Mr. Clark
Army Reservists last week. This j IT SEEMS like a long time since ficial line" was summed up in his' for taking over a difficult job and
column, written that same day, i that day. Civilian life is only a oft-used phrase that "the past is making a success of it in such a
comes from Monterey; subsequent1 figment of thought now—constant, j liquidated," and that "the present short time.
ones will trace the progress of inviolable. It is not a dream and j is one of hope for French unity" for
RADIO STAGE
these men from raw rookies to ef it is not a reality. It is something all those factions who understand
Radio Stage this week turned out
now
"what
freedom
really
means."
in between—a distant mirage. There
ficient officership.
two professionally finished shows
is nothing pleasant in thinking AFRICA INTO EUROPE
out of what looked like two, pretty
called us "fine, clean-cut kids" about it, no yearning, no depres-' In the first portion of his lecture weak scripts. Thanks to Chuck
Maurois pointed out that the North
and sold us some post cards. sion.
Broadhurst and Barbara Baxley,
In a week, time has already coat- j west coast of Africa has been as
We felt pretty big walking around
who did some excellent reading and
much
a
portion
of
Europe
geogra
ed
it
beyond
all
recognition
of
the
the station. We got our shoes
to Vera Brodder for her fine work
shined and struck up a conver mind—or the imagination—or any phically and historically as have on sound.
been
Spain
and
Russia,
since
the
sation with some girls and looked thing else.
earliest days of Mediterranean civi ORSON WELLES SCRIPT
around the town and felt pretty
Next Tuesday on Radio Stage will
FRESNO IS a wonderful town, lization. He went on to point out be presented, "His Honor, the May
big and had a sneaking, secret pride
they say; we haven't seen it yet. that Algeria has been definitely a or" a script written and produced
all to ourselves about it.
We won't see it for a long time. part of France proper for almost over the air by Orson Weljes. Bud
AFTER SAN JOSE we didn't talk But most of us are glad to be here. a hundred years and that the oth Stefan will play the mayor and Ken
so much any more. Some of us We wanted to be Air Corps men. er areas have profited much by the Graue will play the narrator, the
opened our letters (It was permis- But some of us are disappointed. relatively enlightened French col part done by Welles.
sible)and had a gander at what We wanted something different, onial policy of the last two gener
In conjunction with this show
was thought about us. A lot of us 1 That is, we had hoped for it. But ations.
there
will also be produced, "All Out
Most interesting to his audience
read exerpts from the bad and they tell you here: "Once in the
For
Davey,"
starring Dick Barkle
were the speaker's "explanations"
everyone laughed and nobody said ; Air Corps, always there."
as David. These are two fifteen
of
recent
events:
the
landing
of
GiAt
anything about the good, but kept it
Monterey we didn't have to do
minute shows instead of one-half
to themselves.
any K. P. and we were" treated ra- raud, the sudden rise and murder
hour of one especial drama.
of
the
former
"Vichyite"
Darlan,
After San Jose we were quieter ' ther well, but here we are eligible
EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
and some of the draftees moved for anything and the bosses smoke and the present status of those ele
This show goes back on the air
:
ments
who
once
represented
in
the
into one of the buses—and did some cigars and yell and have never
this
semester for the first time next
American mind the most reaction
talking. Some of the less ashamed heard of the E.R.C.
Monday.
It features different and
But we aren't here for good. We ary and fascistic men of Europe
ones said something about liking it
original dramas written and produc
outside
the
inner
circle
of
Hitlerism.
take
some
more
tests
and
get
class
at home. But the harder ones were
ed by students. "The Story of HerIncidentally, Maurois mentioned
tight as clams and feeling harder ified again. There are some guys
shal Grinspan" is the first play; it
why
he
believes
at
the
present
time
here that want action that are go
than ever.
it would have been hopeless and was written from the true event and
But there were memories about ing to rot behind some desk or be
adapted for radio by Ken Graue. It
smothered in grease or airplane ex futile for the French government
is packed with drama and tense ex
things as silly as the buds on the
haust. But it's ail right. You can to have moved to North Africa in
citement of the times. Don't miss
trees by the Science Building, and get used to anything and you can May and June, 1940.
this production! Ken Grause and
(Continued on page 6 column 5)
(Continued on page 6 column 6)
CHARACTER PRESENTED
Elinor Sizelove are joint producers
Interesting, and personalized as
and directors for the show.
his explanations of past and pres
FAREWELL TO BROADHURST
ent events were, Maurois' own
It wouldn't be right not to say
character was perhaps the chief
goodbye to the one fellow on this
presentation of his entire lecture. campus who has done his most for
This distinguished literary man ob radio. Not only has he done well
viously sees that the only hope for
in the professional part but the
"unchanging France" to take her
technical and mechanical too. There
Bob Conaway
Phyllis Dodge place among the great nations of isn't anything about the radio studio
Member
the future post-war period is in the that Chuck doesn't know about or
Editor
Manager
reconciliation,
the compromise, and hasn't had a hand in. Monday he
Ptssociated
GolieSiale
Press
Phone 9-9121
Phone 2-9218
the unification of all parties now leaves for the E. R. C. So our best
Published every Friday during the College year by the represented in French North Africa.
wishes, Chuck, and radio will really
Pacific Student Association. Entered as second class matter
miss "Pacific's golden-voice!"

Professor-Reviewer Finds Lecture
A Character Presentation

OFF
MIKE

New Columnist

October 24, 1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, un
der the act of March, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for in Section 103, October 3, 1917,
authorized October 24, 1924.

STAFF
Editorial: Wilma-lu Cawley, Society Editor. Copy-readers: Barbara
Orr, Nancy Kaiser. Head-writers: Flo Strand, Lucy Harding.
Reportorial: Jackie Judge, Flo Strand, Lucy Harding, Nancy Kaiser,
Sally Silbaugh, Sally Rinehart, Pearl Steiner, Priscilla Keefer, Eleanor
Wemyss, Barbara Orr, Elinor Sizelove, Geraldine McGall, Beverly French,
Billie Thompson, Vera Rodoni.
Columnists: Pvt. Jack Toomay, Jackie Judge, Flo Strand, Eleanor
Wemyss, Geraldine McGaU.
Sports: Hector Hancock, LeRoy Chrisman.

Block P Initiates
Three More Men

The University of Wisconsin na
val training school graduated al

In the second initiation of block most 1,500 radio operators during
P winners into the Block P Society, the last eight months of 1942.
Bud Chinchiolo, John Camicia and
Eighty-five students work partGrant Dunl^p were sworn in by
President Bojld Thompson.
time in servicing all departments of
After a brief discussion of forth the Washington State college li
coming events, including a picnic brary.
and dance, the meeting was ad
journed to the Southern Pacific Ralph Wright off to the National
depot to see Freddie Taioli and swimming meet in Ohio.

By JACKIE JUDGE

SOLDIER SCENE . . .
We'd driven down the
happy . . . glad that we
going to someone who had see
boys arrive at Monterey. An
Camp? The words were j(
phrase, an emptiness of i
strung together. And then, we
there. Greetings and a last \
college man subordinated tc
rule of an organization.
The Post Exchange was lout
brassy with music and tall
couple of soldiers khaki-clad
khaki-faced sat, drinking ]
after bottle of beer. The
school boys behind the co
were handing out pretzels, era
and chocolate bars. And a
dog, a family-style dog, was 1
ing for caresses.

FOR WHAT . . .
What was it these men were
for? Was it the mere test o
cial pressure, the disapproval
the disapproval of their felli
that drove them to their 1
places here. In a Post Exch
Away from the things that
up family, living, life?
Were these men cynical i
their leaders? Did they think
they would be sold out after
bodies and blood had paid ir
for a new way of life? What
they fighting for?

THE ANSWER . . .
"I'm going to war so I can
home, marry the girl, raise a o
of kids. "Does the answer seem
too often said? Maybe it's
men have always fought for.
girl. And the kids. And il
trite we're sorry. But it can
too often said.
Today that answer is boun
with a lot of other things,
bound up with thq belief tha
rose-covered-cottage future is
pendent on things called free
. . . Freedom of speech. Fre
of worship. Freedom from w:
The days have long passed
all a man demanded was to I
alone. Now he wants to be h<
Now he must be helped by hi:
low if the uncanny thing we
civilization is to continue. Ar
won't take it sitting down if
left alone or pushed down.
THE IMPLICATIONS , . .
If these men, these tight-li

sometimes ungainly-looking
believe in the promise their le
have made they'll see to it
promise is fulfilled. Freedom
want. A job. A living wag1
chance for those , kids to go h
in the world than Dad.

And they'll get it, too. No
ter what the cost.
We 'are training millions o
men to laugh at security. 1
out and grab what they want,
are learning their lesson well
well that they may carry it
our post-war world.
IF THEY DO . . .
If they do, the Hardings o
post-war era may not escap<
tectlon so long. The Coo
wont be able to avoid decisit
running away. And a New
may not placate them.
The test of the so-called A
can system of free enterprise
William Randolph Hearst, C<
McCormack and others worsh
much will be in the ability 0
system of fulfill the promts
Freedom from Want.
THE OPPOSITION . .
There are those who say tha
(Continued on page •"
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PACIFIC

Erb Higgs, Doris Ijucille Hlnkle,
Elizabeth Almarine Hogan, Joyce
Evelyn Hughes. Evelyn Frances
Hunt. James Manuel Kappos, Inez
Knutson. Howard Roland Leicht.
LARGE GROUP
Shirley Elaine Lowe, Bert Fran
pv GERALDINE MCGALL
cis Maurer, Alta Grace McClintock,
(Continued from page 2)
Barbara Jean Merrlam, Wilma Es
American people will never revolt
jack Ligthart, graduate of the
They're commonly referred to as "brains' or "digs. ^n^- ther Meyer, Carole Loretta Monroe,
College of Pacific Conservatory because they love peace so much.
1
Norman Joseph Mulhollard. Lionel
,ith the class of February 5, 1943, But a nation schooled to the ravr quite often, mention of their grade points flashes. •»
Robert Olsen, James Frederick Page,
jjasi accepted a position with the | ages of war will not be so desirous mind's eye a vision of bespectacled, freckled, horse-tootu *d
Melvin Serventl, Alan McNaught
^jrtjiro Grande District Schools in of holding on to a little. Men who introverts who furtively haunt the stacks by n "t an
Walker, Earlene Patricia Waters.
have risked all, who have gambled sponge-like soak up knowledge by day.
can). Luis Obispo County.
and have won, will gamble again.
But this is a day of reckoning and•
~ ~. . „ ' Ralph Morton Wetmore, Elaine
who
lnf,udr
-Je A Cappella choir has neces- I „ ^ ^ *
"member the we reckon as how it's time we quit ™
***'
° P
. " Betty Wiefel, Ellen Louise Yocum.
Old members include: Lena Baci-••lv-had to temnorarilv relinoutsh ! ays of the D3P"ssion wili think hiding behind our beloved adjective tificate?. applies-Ion for cholar
sari
"
mo,, n,
,
.. „ of 1"^°
the men
we knew. Honest. "averrge" and realize that these in- ships, ets. New plans of the or- ralupi, George Amberson Brandon,
iheir position 'in Cnapcl since the „
r - .
Hard-workmg. Solid citizens. And dividuals are no different than our- ,ani,«tinn involve Ideas of raising Ava June ColUver Lent** Josephine
response for women's voices as pari,
...
.
we will remember that some of selves! The femmes are attractive a scholarship for some soldier to KstAIte, Lucy Patricia Hard.rig.
v
r,{ the service are not immediately
, ,
rJ
u
.,
them sat home, in cold kitchens and the fellows are good-looking retum to
{n p^t war days. ' y Prances Haskell, Richard Foote
available.
,
O
e
f
a
v
c
aPetersen,
w Georgia
n o n r i H q M n r i / j P f i t C r S O I l .
and said, "If someone would offer and we .have no alibis
any more ^
^
Martha
Zeff.
about why we didn't make a 2.3
The call still goes out for women me a chance to march, I would."
And the old alibi about intellect
For we know that reason and an grade point entitling us to eligibility having been bestowed upon only a
to sing in the new Stockton 'Field
Service Men's Chorus which Mr. - ""P** stomach do not go hand in for membership in Alpha Gamma select few doesn't hold water any
Bodley is directing. At least fit-'hand- Tb« arm-chair philosopher Sigma, the Junior College Scholar more, either! Cast your "average"
JEWELER
teen women's voices are required. a,e usuaUy wen fed' ^ men who ship Society.
eyes over the list of new eligibles to
OFFICERS .
Anyone interested, please contact | make revolutions are not.
be initiated March 30: Robert Henry
ENGAGEMENT
At the Tuesday, March 13, meet- Bahnspn, Patricia Anne Barrett.
1HE CHOI(-E • • •
Mr. Bodley immediately.
Tlie choice is up to us then. | lng of the Society new officers were Beatrice Anne Bariander. Dorothy
AND WEDDING RINGS
Either we protetct this way of life elected: president, Lena Bacigalupi; Ann Boggs, Robert Ring Breeden,
Dave Jones arrived home from
Should be followed by a
some hold dear, or we lose it. Mer vice president, Martha Zeff: secre- William Jerrold Brierly, Hilda
the Stockton Field Hospital this | will not place their allegiance iiitary, Ava June Colllver; treasurer,
collection of lovely silver.
Claire
Chapman,
James
Thompson
week.
leaders and companies that fake | Georgia Peterson. Privileges of Coe, June Leene Cooley. Margaret
j their steel tests reported to thejtov- : membership in Alpha Gamma SigH*nst, Donald Gorden Gentry,
21S E. Main
Stockton
Norman Chapman, former Pacific ijrnment, in war-millionaires. They
Edith
Hene
Grider,
Gordon
Lioyd
music major now stationed at Santa will place their faith ^ people who | bY- The evening, the visit was over. Gwinn, Marylou Healey, Robert
i We knew about Monterey and the
Ana. visited the Conservatory this pay off.
week while on furlough.
The common mind does not talk fifty-eight. But more than that, we
about what Roosevelt meant when had seen what men were fighting
Student recitals commenced last he said "Freedom from want." The for.
And, at last, we knew that they
Operated by
Tuesday. Congratulations to Jake common mind knows he meant ex
would
get
it.
Reed, Bessie Swanson, Betty Her- actly what he said. And if that
Associated
freedom is necessary to marry that
rick and Dorothy Law.
Francis Williams and Barbara girl, to build that home, to raise
Stacker, who were to perform, were that family . . . then those men will Main & El Dorado—Phone 2-4893
reach that goal. No matter how
FOUNTAIN SERVICE and SANDWICHES
unable to perform due to illness.
Popular & Yosemlte
hard, how bloody the journey.
At All Hours
Phone 2-5143
THE LEAVING . . .
Everything
to
be
found
in
HOT LUNCHES'AT NOON
We left the Post Exchange. Drove
a first class drug store
down the road to the gate. Handed
Wednesday — Saturday
the laryngitis-stricken M. P. our
pass. We were on a road to home.
Peaceful . . . beautiful with fog
in the hollows of the fields we drove

Horse-Toothed Honor Society
Welcomes Common Members

MUSIC

MOTES

Thirty-Seven Initiated, Plans Are
Inaugurated For Scholarships

Louis Goodman

CUB HOUSE

\ omen's Students

49 DRUG CO.

DANCING

TRIANON

THE

WONDER

DOWN STAIRS STORE
"College Shop"

Breuner's
Record Shop

New recordings are hard to get, but keep in touch with our rec
ord shop from time to time, or place your order early.
TURN IN YOUR OLD
RECORDS

All scrap records must
be turned in before

Pastel Plaid

SUITS
$14.98

Breuner's can purchase
more ... so we offer 2c
for all 10 inch records
and 3c for all 12 inch
(except Edison Discs or
Lamenated Records.)

BREUNER'S HAVE A COMPLETE PHONOGRAPH
CABINETS—NEEDLES.

DEPT.

ALBUMS-^RECORD

PLEATER SKIRTS
Bobby & Classic
Models
Sizes 10 to 20

BREINEK'S
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Southern Methodist university is
offering an Icelandic scholarship
sponsored by the Office of War In
formation.

If you want a job—

HUMPHREY'S
(Since 1896)
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

• We Train Ton—Place Yon •
California at Weber—Stockton

Nell Fitzgerald
Women's, Misses' and
Juniors'
Ready to Wear Shop . . .
Hotel Stockton Building
Stockton,Calif.

Junior College Enrolls
929 Students
Junior College holds 929 students
at the present time, including those
enrolled and then dropped out for
military duty.
There are 314 regular men and
367 regular womep, while the spe
cials take 125 men and 123 women,
This makes a total of 681 regulars
and 248 specials.
"It is interesting to note," states
Louis Windmiller, J. C. registrar,
"that there is ta 12 per cent drop in
freshmen men from last year and
a 23 per cent drop in freshmen
women. Everyone has been saying
how many men are disappearing,
but these figures prove that women
are even more scarce."
Study of level flight speeds of
more than 450 miles an hour is the
purpose of a new $2,100,000 wind
tunnel now under construction at
Pasadena by the California Insti
tute of Technology.

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
psr

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

Three Campus Sororities Entertain
Thirty-Seven Women Rushees
Opening Teas, Preference Dinners Held
During Past Two Weeks
Pacific's campus spotlight during
this last week has centered on the
rush events given by the three
Greek letter sororities for 37 un
affiliated women students. •
Each house prsented two rush
affairs during the week in addi
tion to preference dinners, and the
opening tea, which was held on
Sunday, March 14th.

Monday evening. Members ap
peared in black and white formals
to emphasize the theme. Demitasses
were served in the living room fol
lowing dinner, after which rushees
were entertained with a program
featuring piano and violin music
played by Pinky Wilkens, Claire
Sandrock, Dolores Costa, Jean
Grant, and Connie Slater.

TAU KAPPA KAPPA:

ALPA THETA TAD:

Alpha Thete's informal dinner
Teekay's informal dinner had for
its decorative theme "Raggedy Ann carried out a "bowery" theme. At
and Andy," while in extreme con mosphere was provided by red
trast their open-house was centered checkered tablecloths, and a pro
gram consisting of can-can danc
about a "garden" theme.
The rooms of the Kappa House ers, and cigaret girl singers.
Betty Carter and Aimee Arbios
were decorated with huge bowls and
baskets of spring flowers. The pro were co-chairmen of the dinner, as
gram was presented in the garden sisted by Alice Traphagen, Barbara
adjacent to the House, and later in McKenzie and Barbara Thompson.
A gingham theme prevailed at
the afternoon the girls played cro
quet, badminton and ping-pong out their open house. All decorations
were of gingham and each girl wore
of doors.
Frankie Crozier was general chair a gingham dress to further carry
man for the Kappas and her com out the idea
Amid red carnations and loquat
mittee consisted of Laurie Marshall,
Dolores Costa, Frances Bocek and leaves rushees gathered at candle
lit tables for the formal preference
Barbara Orr.
The traditional "garden" prefer dinner held last Monday night.
ence dinner—centering around all Telegrams welcomed each rushee as
white decorations of gardenias, she took her place. Dining the evecandles and crystal—was held last ning Gladys Cowan played Mala-

IT'S TIME
TO THINK
OF
PLAY TIME!

guena" and "Siboney," and Patsy
Curtis entertained with a Spanish
dance in keeping with the "Cafe/
panol" theme. As the guests /gath
ered to leave, each girl place/); the
gardenia presented to her earl'
the evening in the traditional
ing well.
Co-chairmen for the event were
Barbara Onyett and Barbara
Thompson.
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA:

The Epsilons entertained at an
open house featuring a circus theme
A miniature merry-go-round, pea
nut and popcorn venders, and a
fortune teller were used to carry
out the idea. Maxine Barks was
the general chairman, aided by Iola
Brubeck, Sally Rinehart, and Louvan Kolher.
Their informal dinner was in the
form of a "western" dude ranch.
The House was decorated with sad
dles, Indian blankets, and Mexican
gourds and cactus arrangements.
Betty Ann Hickman, as chairman,
was assisted by Marcella Dobrasin,
Doris Hanson, Virginia Rathbun
and Jean Beaton.
"That Old Black Magic" held the
House in its sway at the preference
dinner, which was served for rushees
at Epsilon's traditional night club.
The theme of "Black Magic" was
manifest in the decorations, which
were black candles and red roses.
The fittings of a regular night club
sparkled with black cellophane.
The rushees were interviewed from
table to table by Iola Brubeck and
Barbara Baxley. i..

"ostoria

) T

AND FRESHIES WILL FIT YOUR
EVERY CAMPUS NEED

•

We've snooped into your pri
vate life shamelessly... we've
trailed you into the Ad Build
ing, we watched you romp on
the tennis courts, we've even
followed you onto the dance
floor, and now that we feel we
know you well, we suggest
the Freshie Play Dress (onepiece shorts and blouse with
separate skirt). We know
you'll love Freshies for they
always look crisp and fresh.
And Freshies always have a
place in the campus wardrobe

SMITHS LANo.

FOR THE BRIDE
A CRYSTAL WEDDING—

NOW!

4-95 TO 9-95

YOUR COLLEGE HEADQUARTERS

For the bride there is no practi
cal gift more exquisite than
crystalwares by Fostona • •
crystal as lovely as the bride
. .. for all her formal evenings or
informal luncheons.
When you consider the hundreds of pieces and scores o
patterns, selection is easy. Thinblown "Master-Etchings"
her formal dinners are always
appreciated. "American," Coro
net or Sun Ray pressed wares
are lovely for informal affairs9 More than that, we make 8
special feature of recording the
bride's own preference, and simi
lar giftsselected by other friendsNo danger of duplicates. And t c
comforting assurance that y°'ir
gift will be exactly what she
would choose for herself.

J. BLICK & SON
JEWELERS

326 E. Main St.

Stockton,Cam
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IN THE
SERVICE

By ELEANOR WEMYSS
Don LaMoine, one time sports
correspondent for the WEEKLY, is
now with the United States Army
Air Force at Jefferson Barracks,
Missouri.

War-Questions
Answers Pupil
War-Guestions

GREEKS HAD French Classes
Dueling
A WORD
With War Stamps
FOR IT

Around eleven last night frat men FRENCH JEEPS
Two and one half Jeeps in
in all three houses were yawning
over their books—taking time off less than a month! Yes, this is
now and then to heckle the pledges the accomplishment of seventy-five
French students under the direction
who happened to be near.
And over in sorority circle glam- of Miss Ruth Smith.
J on bobby
The idea, organized by Miss
What do students do in the war QUr
were being put up
Francis (Firefly) O^re. who
Nineteen of the most pins, to the tune of "Dont Get j
jth when she realized the sueSm
pins, vo UITR
OUUMI
t
played football at Pacific in "36 and common
„ vital questions
which have
have
mUKUnn, which
Much Anymore."—last min- i cess 0f the Stockton High Sc oo
'37, is now a croporal in the Coast been raised among college students
itsts being made out for, campaign, was started in her be
Artillery Corps.
about their situation and their fu- ^ 0nc0ming presentation tea—or j ^nning French classes. This group
ture have been answered in a pam- formais being tried on by tired little j challenged the advanced students
Chet Pierce, former J. C. student,
phlet recently received by Dean
( to
a "stamp duel"! Over $2,443 in
now with the United States Army,
Corson from the Office of War Inpor all in all, it's been a busy two: ^^5 and stamps have been purwas home on a three-day furlough
formation.
weeks for the Greeks!
| chased by the combined forces o
last week. Pierce is stationed at
the two classes.
Monterey, but expects to be trans- MANY GROUPS
More than 200 colleges sent in I rhIZOMIA:
.The students were anxious
ferred to Tennessee.
questions, and those which, were
seven new men were pledged to j what their money would actuahy
Former Cadet Keith Cornell is most widely asked are answered in the "boom" house last week-Tom buy Therefore, Miss Smi
now a second lieutenant in the Air this pamphlet by experts of the Hancock, Vick Hanson, Howard structed the following chart.
Force
at La
Colorado. Cor2H Jeeps, $900 eac .
Force, at
L»a Junta,
junta, ^oiurauu.
vaji- War
war Manpower
jaaupuww Commission, the Lenz, A1 Mateer,- Bill Thompson,
. _ ~
. _ x_
^
XI
1
Dlnnninn PfVQrH
T"Va XT anH "Rob LaURhCtlQ.
1 lifeboat, $187.50.
nell
attended
J.
C.
prior
to
his
apNational
Resources
Planning
Board.
Dave
Day,
and
Bob
Laughead.
vrmv Officer TOM FERRARI.
2 hand grenades, $1.50 each., and
pointment in the army.
the Army Institute and several proThe not too-long-ago exchange
1 pair of socks.
fessional education associations up- meeting with the TEEKAY »
6 clips of bullets.
mored a huge success—entertainHubert S. White, prominent in on request of the O. W. I.
All these things could be pur
The first question on the list is ment provided by master-of-cereLittle Theatre work, is now a lieu
(Continued trom Page 1)
tenant in the Marine Corps. He "What is the most useful thing we monies Ed Manual—plus Tomajan, chased with the money from bonds
and stamps which the French B
the Summer Session this year are started his officer training at Quan- c a n d o i n t h e s e v e r a l m o n t h s b e - a n d B o b H a n s o n . . . .
and D classes have been buying.
fore
we
are
drafted?"
The
answer
tico,
Virginia,
last
December.
as follows:
Miss Smith states that she is
Dr. George H. Colliver, Mr. James
is, "The President and other Gov- OMEGA PHI:
Former Jaysee student Gordon ernment officials in the War and
jl. Corson, Dr. Marc J. Jantzen,
gob Monagan out of uniform, has proud of the way her students have
Miss Marie Breninlan, Miss Grace Capps is now a cadet in the Army Navy Departments have consist- made the House his temporary liv- carried oh the drive, and she ex
quarters—swell pledge class of presses the hope that other depart
Ward, Miss Wilhelmina K. Harbert, Air Forces, at Lemoore, Calif. Capps ently urged that students who are
has
completed
his
basic
flying
competent should remain at their twenty-elght men on hand at the ments of the school will become
Dr. Paul Maizlish,_ Mr. Edward S.
interested in similar projects.
Betz, Mr. Robert Clark, Dr. J. Wm. training and is now in advanced studies until in the regular course present moment
In addition to the bond and
of selective-service they are called
Harris, Mr. Irving Goleman, Dr. G. training.
stamp duel, which will continue,
to some other duty. The Govern ARCHANIA:
A. Werner, Dr. Alden E. Noble, Dr.
the same French classes are now
William H. Lewis, athletic stu ment needs trained men and women
Malcom R. Eiselen, Mr. Charles E.
Bud Engdall, and Jack Cornwall
contributing toward a $100 bond
ior both
uuui the
tuc armed
wu«.u forces
— and ci were elected to head the pledge class
Corbin, Mr. G. Waren White, Dr. dent at J. C., graduated from cadet for
to
lieutenant
in
the
Army
Air
Corps
vilian life, including war industries. ^ presldent and vice-president . . . to be given to the College as a
Boy C. McCall, Mr. J. Russell Bodscholarship for some worthy per
get into "
good Whole
whole House
ley, Mr. Horace I. Brown, Mr. J. Reserve. Lewis was stationed at However,
nuwcvci, you should °
House busily
ouanjr occupied
vrovux"— during
=
son The students have nearly pur
Luke
Field,
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
and
ex
physical
condition,
and
spend
some
^
week
with
bells—two
kinds;
one,
be
Henry Welton, Mr. John G. Elliott,
T
3
. . . Chapter
— — Bell,
" " chased one $18.75 bond to be ap
Mr. Robert B. Gordon, Mr. Allen pects to transfer shortly to Ran o f y o u r s p a r e t i m e r e a d i n g a b o u t the relocation of. . the
dolph
Field,
Texas,
for
combat
this
new
kind
of
war
we
are
fight
and the other, the selection of the plied toward that goal.
Bacon and Mr. Earl Oliver.
ing and the reasons we are fight 1943 "Belle of Archania"
training.
tainment under the direction of Peg
ing it."
Hurt
Cadet Roy E. Bambas, former WOMEN, TOO
EPSILON:
student at J. C., received his sec
Another popular question is,
More engagements, per usual
TAU KAPPA:
ond lieutenant bars March 10, at 'Should women stay in college dessert supper for men of Pacific s
The garden's being dusted off for
Luke Field, Arizona. He will leave
i„ct loafing
or find useful Jobs?" The answerr ;I varsity footbair
football* squaa—ieaium.s
squad—featuring ,
- pie-a-la-mode, and plenty of enter- spring entertaining^ Just loafing
soon for Randolph Field, Texas, for
.ping-pong tables being set up, and
combat training, and then return to Corps as a lieutenant. Perry is
is,
"Women
must
decide
this
quesLuke Field as an instructor.
badmltten courts marked off .
stationed at Norfolk, Virginia.
tiony for themselves. The answer
to be if and when
Bert Trullson, active in the Little
candy
A graduate of C. O. P., Thomas in any individual case depends upabilities of the "spring fever hits you . . .
Theatre, was seen on the campus Ferrari was commissioned a second on the interests and
OVQ,,ahimv arriving through the mail telling of
last week. He is stationed in Texas lieutenant in the Army Air Force women in quest on, the avallabiliy
the recently-announced engage
in the Air Corps.
flying school at Davis Field, North of a war-connected Job and the col
ment of ex-member Milly Jackson
Carolina, this week. After a short lege facilities at hand."
Any questions about students and t o H u g h B r a n d o f P a l o A l t o . . . .
Forrest (Bud) Greenberg, honor furlough in New York, Ferrari ex
student at Pacific, is now an Ensign pects to report for duty at Camp the war can be found in the Dean's
office in this pamphlet.
in the United States Navy. Green Stewert, Georgia.
berg received his commission at
THE STERLING
What's Doing Tonight?
Alameda, and is now stationed at.
w
Arizona, California.
M
Let's Go to the
>
Charles (Chet) Covey, ace tennis
d
star at J. C., enlisted in the Army
in February. At present he is sta
H
tioned at Monterey, but expects to
O
•• • •
see new country any day now.

Nineteen Queries
Responses Listed

Summer Session

professors Chosen

Sierra Theater

Pittsburgh
NOW PLAYING

STOCKTON
ICERINK

Cadet Rodney O. Huckabay, for
mer J. C. student, is now in train
ing at Visalia, where he has en
tered the Army Air Forces basic
flying school. Huckabay completed
his primary training .at Santa Ana.

Bring your Student Body
card for special rate

Lincoln at West Weber

One time C. O. P. student Don
Perry is now in the Army Signal

DELT/A

^

SPRING JUNIORS

PS

>

33

Are arriving daily at The Sterling. You'll
have these'brand new juniors ... all expeith
designed to fit into your busy scheme of things.
Suits dresses and long torso's in linens, jerseys,
seersucker, rayons and cottons.

GRAND
ICE CREAM

Make new friends and meet your old
ones at the Delta

Sizes 9-15

10-16

$7.95 to $12.95

cJJie Sterling
Barnes and Foster

PACIFIC AVE.

STOCKTON

MAIN A HUNTER

PHONE 8-8616
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EYEING THE
GREEN
By FLO STRAND
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| Tigers Tangle With
Panthers Today
Thirty Four Men Travel To Modesto
For Season's Finest Track Meet

Officers' Mess
(Continued from page 2)
the hot cakes and syrup at home in
the kitchen in the morning, and a
girl's eyes—strange in the moon
light and wonderful, and a girl's
arms—clasped.
But nobody said anything and
nobody would admit anything as
silly and sentimental and nonsen
sical and childish as that.

(Continued from page 2)
stand anything if you have to
And you have to.

YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS . . .
EVERY
MORNING—it's
As you stroll by the tennis court
very dark at 5 o'clock—soaehiw
or swimming pool and notice pfur
rolls over, rubs his eyes and a
campus cuties giving their all for
"Okay, Mom, I'll' take my
Laden with potentialities, the College of Pacific cinderscrambled this morning and
exercise. These kids, when they I men will journey to Modesto this afternoon and tangle with
waffles well-done." And sorneiy^^
finish smacking the ball or doing the Modesto J. C. Panthers in the iniatial dual track meet of
the sixteen lap stretch, will run off the season. The Bengal tracksters, handicapped by a lack
else says, "Gee Mom, I'd
hat* .
d hate to
to work.
THE BUS DRIVER told tall tales be in the Army. They say y0(1 ™
of competitive experience, however, stand as slight favorites.
Beverly Jean Holmes is a shining Both teams have been hindered by+
about gargantuan sergeants with ou* at 5 a- m- there.
And the sargeant says, "QW
example. She divides her time be rains, but Pacific's greater balance ed strength, we are inclined to go eye-teeth like sabers. We all
tween study, tennis, and work at and depth should prove more than on record as predicting a Pacific laughed at the bus driver but some you guys!"
Somebody else thinks about yeu
the California Theatre. Charlotte the smaller Modesto squad can victory to avenge last year's defeat. of us noticed our palms were sweat
Kleiti is another who studies, plays handle. Neither team has been From here it looks like a score of ing and we all breathed deeply ing, "Hey Sarge, my feet are cold
tennis, and works at Donovans. able to hold any trials, so figures about Pacific 75, Modesto 56. Lack when we saw, finally, that the ser- Tuck me in, will ya?" But be
doesn't say it; someday he wil]
And still another is Norma Vig- on the comparative strength of of information make this prediction geans were human beings.
a very haphazard venture.
nolio, who is learning the real art both are lacking.
We arrived. And it still wasn't though. But by then it won't be
COMPLETE ROSTER
of golf and then procedes to sell FIRST MEET
real. They marched us around a funny anymore. And when it i,sn>t
Following is a list of men mak
the public at Sears and Roebuck.
little and acted tough but remained funny, there's no use saying it, ^
For this first meet, Coach Jack
ing the Modesto trip:
AS TIME GOES BY . . .
there? So where are you? Where
son is taking a squad of thirty-four
slightly unimpressive.
100—Brockman, Lou Coward, Bill
The weather gets bolder and men. This is one of the largest
We ate; the food was good but is everything? Where is the world?
Oh yeah, the food is good
braver and the sun begins to put groups to represent Pacific on the Adams, Boyd Thompson.
tasted like tin. We watched the
220—Dave Day, Lou Coward, Bill
in an appearance, thus marking the cinder paths in recent years. Re
flag retreat; learned how to pre
end of those sports classes spent cent workouts indicate that the fel Adams, Vic Hanson, Boyd Thomp sent arms and do some other things
under cover of the gym. Sports lows are beginning to round into son.
which we promptly bungled and
440—Coe, Bob Conaway, Lou Cow
will be executed outside, and Louise form, as some very good early sea
forgot. It had a humorous sad
ard,
Grant
Dunlay,
Vic
Hanson.
Hall, Jane Edisis, Virginia Wake son marks have been turned in.
ness. . .
Aimee Arbios, chairman of the
880—Grant Dunlay, Bob Howard,
field, Lisa Kassey, and Virginia Practice trials last Tuesday reveal
Victory Hut bond booth announces
Galen
Klusmire.
Bader will be so much the hap ed the Tigers to be strong in the
THE SUN set. Nobody noticed
that $787.50 in bonds and $18 in
Mile—Dave Earley, Dennis Miller,
pier.
field events, and a tendency toit; we were only aware that it was
stamps were taken in last Wednes
Smith, Johnny Miller.
These gals are in the noon class wards weakness on the track.
suddenly dark and some of us had day.
2-mile—Dave Earley, Dennis Mil
under Miss Benerd, and the entire
been to the Post Exchange and
While the sprints are well taken ler, Hal Walline.
Those girls who worked in the
group is for the "fresh air and sun care of by Lou Coward, Boyd
come home and were getting ready
booth
were Mary Lou Nunan,
120
HH—Bob
Christensen,
Don
shine idea." You haven't lived un Thompson, and Dave Day, only
for bed or writing letters.
Katherine Secara, Loory Marshall,
til you have seen the last minute mediocre times prevailed in the Edwards, Ogden.
It was night. There is something
dash made by the majority of these longer distances. Outstanding per 220 LH—Dave Day, Caldini, Egan, different about the night. Slowly, Alice Traphagen and Aimee Agbios.
Silverthorn.
This week's totals were approxi
girls when the bell sounds. Once in formances are to be expected in the
nlow, we were beginning to realize
mately
the same—$787.50 spent for
Pole
vaule—Hec
Hancock,
Bob
line, they proceed to lace shoes, weights, with George Kerr, A1
this. And we were writing letters
bonds; $25.35, for stamps.
Christensen, Johnny Beanland.
button shorts, and so on.
home but we were not telling it in
Philp and Don Edwards all in
High jump—Ogden, Bob Christ
THE FUNDAMENTAL THINGS
letters.
good condition. In the javelin, Bill ensen, John Beanland.
Qne hundred eight recent petro
APPLY . . .
We didn't think we were going to
Hanson has been out beyond 160
Broad
jump—Brockman,
Bean
leum
engineering graduates at the
Such as love, happiness, health— feet and should hit around 170 feet
sleep very well. But we felt all
land, Chinchilo, Caldini, Silverah, health; looking at it literally in the Modesto contest.
University
of Texas are now in the
right. And we were still together.
thorn.
the word means whether or not one
armed Service.
And we were in the army. . .
JUMPERS
Javelin—Bill Hanson, Bill Gott,
is well. With that explanation, we
Bob Ogden led a contingent of Don Stewart.
toss the orchid of the week to Loddi
highjumpers over six feet, and will
Shot put—George Ker, A1 Philp.
Juras, a swimming star, who is back
be well supported by Johnny BeanDiscus—George Ker, A1 Philp, Don
after an acute appendicitis opera
land. Bob Christensen, and H. Adams. Edwards.
tion. Also, the spotlight is turned
There are a trio of vaulters capa
on Emmy Genuit, another swimmer
ble of going beyond twelve feet in
who is really making a name for
the pole vault, Johnny Beanlapd,
herself with high diving. She came
Hec Hancock, and Bob Christensen.
in from sunning herself one after
One of Pacific's best mile relay
noon with spots taking the place of
teams will be found in Coe, Conatan. So now, coed Genuit is at
way, Coward, Hanson, and Thomp
home with—yes, you guessed it—
son.
the measles.
Off the basis of the forementionThe good news is out that our
very own W. A. A. swimming team
took fourth place (out of ten) in
the intercollegiate telegraphic swim
ming meet. Good going, gals!!
For those interested in ping pong,
a tournament will start Monday.
Come one, come all and show 'em
what real competition is. Another
interesting item is the fact that
Softball is once again coming into
the sport's limelight. This after
noon at 4:15 is the time, and all
girls are welcome to hit a couple
homers for their respective sides.

Victory Hut Sells
Bonds Worth $790

FOX CALIFORNIA

a

Lucky
Jordan"
SUNDAY

Be perfectly suited for the new season
in pastels, plaids and pinstrips

BILL LUNT
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

D0NOVANS

SMART SHOP BASQUE

SHIRTS

On Pacific Avenue

has suits with limitless possibilities
GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

of excellent materials.
All sizes

1.25 to 3.50

G AIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel

Wide stripings. Narrow stripings.
Medium Stripings. Light grounds.
Dark grounds. Stripes close to
gether or widely spaced. Colors . • •
all the popular ones. In fact most
anything you'd want in a Basque
Shirt in our big stocks.

336 E. MAIN ST.

STOCKTON, CALIF.

THRELFALLS
439

EAST

MAIN

